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Canndian Law Prof. To Speak

0
n
Friday, September 30th Professor

M. Lakshman Marasinghe of the
Faculty of Law, University of
Windsor (Ontario, Canada) will
deliver a lecture on "The Role of
Law in the People's ~public of
China" at the Valparaiso University School of Law.
P r ofessor Marasinghe has just returnded from his second annual study
visit to the People's Republic of
China. He has taught law in
England, the Sudan, Nigeria,
Korea, Kenya and Canada and has
lectured and written widely on a
variety of legal subjects. After a
third visit to China, scheduled for
197 8, he plans to publish a study
of the dispute settlement processes in that country.

Profess,
or Marasinghe 's lecture will raise a
number of issues regarding the
social structure of China and will
attempt to point out why and
how they have demoted the role
of law as we understand it. He will
give his views on how, despite that
fact, the society remains . integrated and cohesive.
The
lecture will b~ held in the Courtroom (Room C) in the School of
Law at 1 :40 p.m. Members of the
public are invited.
Anyone
desiring more in formation may
contact Professor Jack Hiller at
the Law School, telephone
464-5442, or 464-5436.

Welcome Mr. Gossai Congrats
by Melissa Nelson

the West Indies to furthur his
The new first
studies in Divinity, which he
year class has a very provocative
began through the Lutheran
personality as one of its members.
Church while still in Guyana; and
finally to the United States to
He is Assistant Minister of the
concentrate on Liberal Arts
Lutheran Church Mr. D.A.D.
Sociology, and graduate Divinit;
Gossai. Though by nationality Mr.
Studies at such notable instituGossai is descended from Hindu
tions as Concordia University in
Indians, he was born in British
Fort Wayne, Indiana.
Guyana, South America, where
his ancestors were brought many
Since
coming to the U.S. Mr. Gossai has
years ago as indentured servants.
Very early in life Mr. Gossai felt
continued his crusade against
the pressure of Communism in
Communism in British Guyana by
British Guyana as well as the
speaking with various members of
desire of his 14-member family to
the U.S. Congress, the State Defoster the ways of the Hindu
partment, The International Relareligion. It was at the death of his
tions Committee for Human
father, when h~ was a boy of 13,
Affairs, and the National Security
that he began to support his
Council. Scheduled for this month
family and speak out against Com- is an address by Mr. Gossai before
munism. He often lashed out· the entire General Assembly of
against the 'iron hand' of his the United Nations Mr. Gossai
country's rulers and declared, "I wishes to use his education to
do not encourage, tolerate, or at "return to his homeland and help
any time would I : give arms by
his people attain the security of
thought, word or deed to foster
life, liberty, and justice that we
Communism. I've seen Communenjoy in this country.
ism deny us of our God-given
With his combination of deep
rights and make us puppets for
faith and hardline politics, Mr.
the powerful few." His vocal proGossai should see his dream betest reached a climactic turning
come a re~ity.
point when he gained an audience
with both the British Governor
ERRATUM
and Governor General of Guyana.
"Help finally came" he said.
In the last issue of THE
Then, at age 1 7, Gossai left
FORUM, Lin Scharbach was
Guyana to study abroad. The
credited for the story on the
several years to follow took him to
WLSA wine and cheese party.
London to study British law and
Lin pointed our error out to us
where he was certified in Comand we apologize to first-year
rrerce Great Britian's Assistant
student Kathy Kubiak. Please
forgive us Kath-and keep on
Examiner's Board. Then it was on
writing for us-OK?
to Canada to study business; to

Congratulations to Lis Cohen,
her husband and family on the
new addition to their club.
After a hard night of partying by her Mom, Molly Cara
Cohen put in her appearence
on September 18, 1977. She
weighed in at 8lbs. 2oz at approximately 3:30am.
We wish the best in life for
you Molly, and you be good
to you r Mom--hear?
Also, congratulations to Prof.
Richard Stith on his recent
promotion to Associate Prof.
of the Law School

Hiller Ho...-ed
Professor Jack Hiller was a guest of the
Governor
of Tennessee at a
reception dinner in Nashville on
August 8th for President Julius
Nyerere of Tanzania and his staff.
President
Nyerere had come to the United
States to· confer with President
Carter regarding problems involving Southern Africa and following
these talks visited Tennessee to
·observe operations of the T. V.A.

hyDo
You Want
to Be
a Lawyer?

aassically crummy camera work

"Mr. X,. revealed

Schnack Loses
Another idol fell from his pedestal last weekend when Pepper
Goad overcame Kent Schnack in
consecutive sets to take over the
law school crown. This was law
students' first opportunity to see
the defending champ play
someone equal to his calibre, but
only siX: supporters/hecklers
showed up for the finals of the
Fourth- Never-to-be-Repeated
Tennis Tourney.
Schnack departed from his established tradition by playing
bright-eyed and clear-headed.
. However, that was of little help
against Goad, who refused to be
shaken by Kent "Junk Ball"
Schnack's unusual shots. Many a
lesser opponent hbeen confused,
cowed, and ultimately confounded by slices, chips (Does he think
he's on a golf course?), and underhand serves (as distinguished from
traditional overhead serves - not
to be con fused with underhanded
serves, which would be unbecoming of a legal Crusader (Schnack
spent his undergrad days at
Valpo)).
Indeed, the match was characterized by so much consideration that sideline spectators were
frequently frustrated in their
scorekeeping efforts. One fan in
particular had kept his eyes glued
to th~ court, and never missed a
shot. This was Goad's father, who
had heard about "J.B.'s" unusually junky game, and came over to
see how his son would handle
such a player. This veteran spectator and your ever-alert (except in
Remedies) reporter had the score
in the second set pegged at 5-3.
Goad Sr. asked his son for verification, and was told that the score
was 4-2, although it had been 3-3
earlier in the set. Thus not only
Professor
Hiller, who has taught law for
fOur years in Africa, spent two of
those years in Tanzania. He was
invited to the reception largely on
the basis of his writings on Tanzanian law and art and particularly because of his monograph:
The Makonde and Their
Sculpture.

-If Chaucer could count the King's
sheep, I can be a tax lawyer.
-The Miami Dolphins were all full up
·
this year.
-1 injured my Vllrist and can't fence
anymore.
-It's my civic duty.
-On the chance there'll be another
Nixon in my lifetime and I'll be in a
position to prosecute.
-So I can afford cocaine.
-To get my parents out of jail.
-1 love the law.
-Who wants to be a lawyer? I find
jaw school itself a robust, stimulating and
rounding environment.
-Earl Warrren appeared to me in a
dream ..
-If you can't beat 'em, join 'em.

were games being discounted, but
one player had managed to regress. At that rate, we wouldn't
have been surprised by a negative
score! That seems to be carrying
chivalry a bit far. hide from that
incident, wide balls were being
played, long serves called in, etc.
Whenever there was a doubtful
play, both players tried to resolve
it in favor of the other person,
which bordered on the ridiculous.
Highlights of , the match included Schnack's once-a-match
spectacular 360 degree airborne
pirouette during which he makes a
backhand shot behind his back,
and lands light on his toes ( unfortunately, no talent scouts from
the Ballet Russe were on hand.)
Schnack also managed to break a
re cquet string (such a· power·
house!) half way through the first
set. He liv-ened the rest of the
game by periodically exploding,
"Stop it!" It seemed strange to
hear this on a tennis court, rather
than spoken by his date in the
back seat ofhis car.
Goad also picked up the
"Better Dressed Award" by default. His nondescript tennis shirt
and shorts outclassed Schnack's
uniform: a scarf around his neck
which did triple duty as a headband, sweatband, and towel; tshirt; baggy sweatpants with" more
holes than fabric to them.
Schnack also lost the "Mr. Gentleman" award when he took off his
shirt in the second set. (Even that
intimidating(?) move didn't phase
Goad.
Above is one of "Sure Shot's"
classic serves. See page 6 for a topsecret preview commissioned by
the FORUM. Since the predictions proved so accurate, we
thought you'd be interested in
what our talent scout had to say.

DTPNews
The Delta Theta Phi Law Fraternity has announced its fall rush
schedule. The first major event in
the schedule will be a kegger with
the Phi Omega Sorority on Tuesday, September 27th. The party
begins at 9:00 at the D. T.P. House
on Lincolnway. All interested
persons are welcome.
The Members of D. T.P. would
also like to take this opportunity
to invite everyone to the D.T.P.
Happy Hour, every Friday from
4:00 to 6:00 at the House. For
you first year student's this is an
excellent way to find someone to
help you through the Rule of Per. petuities and the elements of
homicide. P.A.D. members are
welcome to the Happy Hour too.
On October 5th there will be an
information table set up in the
lobby for those of you who want
to find out more about the frat.
Delta Theta Phi does not restrict
its membership on the basis of
sex, race, religion, or any other
stupid thing you can think of.
If anyone has any questions
about the party, Happy Hour, or
Delta Theta Phi · contact Gary
Sundell or Paul Stanko at
464-5834.

Page Two

Honor?

The Woole Trulh

... And God said, ((Let there be an Honor Code." And
out of the ande.J'lt mists He created it; and unto generations
of law students did He give its keeping, firm in the belief
tlzat it was good. And further did He decree ... ''Until the
end of all time let tlzem write that they have neither given
HOr received, nor will they tolerate others' use of Unauthorized Aid. Let not this covenant be broken by any, let not
age nor infirmity ,
wind,
snow,
sleet, Indiana highways, nor missing books cause any among
tlze chosen faithful to turn his steps from The Way." And so
it lias been since the veils of time were created. (though
probably there have been some notable exceptions.)
Considering the amount of misinformation students have
gathered concerning the Honor Code (especially first year
people) that little aforementioned story could just about be
true.
Along with a large number of other students, I really
don't know where the Honor Code comes from, where the
Honor Court functioning power originates from, or exactly
what happens when you're charged with a violation. It
seems so bloody complicated. Even the handbook explanation is complicated. Even though I don't really know how
tf1e process works, I do know basically what constitutes a
violation. After all, I've been here a year. But a number of
tlze first year students hatJe asked questions ranging from "Is
it a via lation to keep ten cents you find in the vending
1nachine, ?" to innumerable questions concerni'r~g Legal
Problems.
The SBA survey on the Honor Code that was done last
year indicated that tlze student body as a whole valued the
Honor Code and its objectives. But a large majority favored
changing tlze system from the way it presently stands.
Favored recommendations include-d elimination of therequirement that you must inform about a violation of which
you are aware. Alz, yes, even West Point has given up on
that one. One idea for limiting exam-taking to the Courtroom, Seminar room, and classrooms received an excellent
reception. 72% of those polled gave an affirmative answer
wizen asked if they would like professors to post on the
bulletin boards written -explanations. of what constitues an
Honor Code violation in respect to his/her course.
There is currently an SBA ad hoc committee looking into
the Honor Code system. I hope they do more than run
another survey. The first one had some excellent suggestions. Add some ideas on streamlining and simplifying the
Honor Court and its processes, throw in an honest attempt at
incorporating these suggested changes, and perhaps the
Honor Code will become one of the least bitched about
topi~s around the lounge.

Just a comment in closing-- the one thing that really
bothers me about this particular Honor Code system is having to write down my belief in it at the end of papers and
on exams. I went to a college that operated on an unwritten
Honor Code, one that had been in existence and working
well for as long as the college had been in existence. We
didn't write down, or sign a thing-- there was no need.

*
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by Linda Burton
I am devoting my openmg column to the first vear law students.
Welcome to ·Valparaiso Law
School! The following are a list of
things to expect and to avoid so
that when my next column comes
out you'll be here to read it.
1.

HORROR STORIES FROM SECOND AND THIRD YEAR STUDENTS
Beginning at orientation and
co nt in uing through your first
semester, the upperclassmen will
fill you with stories which are
calculated to scare the pith out of
you. You are by now convinced
that if you don't work twenty-five
hours a day you'll flunk out, drop
out or be thrown out. Relax!!
You wouldn't be here if you
couldn't make it. Brief your cases,
go to class and next year you will
get to tell horror stories too.
2. DISCUSSION OF UNDERGRADUATE G.P.A.'S and LSAT
SCORES
Sometime in the first
few weeks some pompous yo-yo
will try to convince you that he or
she had a 7 50 LSAT and a 3.99
G.P.A. This person will further try
to convince you that he or she
decided to turn down Harvard
because they liked the view of the
Chapel. I must tell you--dear, sad
inadequate, little First- Year Students--everyone here passed
through a rigorous admissions
process, everyone has fairly similar credentials, and know what?
you have some pretty spiffy credentials yourself!

Presideri-tial COrner
by Jill Olson

Realistically, many of these
objectives cannot be fully developed immediately due to the in·
volved nature of setting up new
programs or revamping the old
(these all take some time to investigate and put into practive) and,
of course, the ever- present
problem of money to finance such
endeavors. But these factors
should not be used as excuses by
the administration of the law
school or the University for failing
to give consideration and effort to
these recommendations which
were the result of careful study

and development by the
Committee. It is hoped that those
in the position to act will do so
accordingly.
A copy of the report is available in the SBA office for any
student to read. I encourage you
to do so. This report is to represent the opinions of this student
body on many important issues.
My special thanks to Committee
members Steve Sproule, Barb
Bus~h, John E. Johnson, Melissa
Nelson, John Smith, and Steve
Tuuk for their efforts on behalf of
the SBA.
COMMITTEE WORK-- At this
point, all faculty-student
committee appointments have
been made and approved and all
SBA standing sommittees are in
existence and starting to function.
A complete list of committees and
their members will be posted. In
response to a number of student
requests and/or complaints, several SBA ad hoc committees
were recently appointed to deal
with such things as the acquisition
of student lockers, improvement
in vending machine services,
possible changes in the finals and
Christmas vacation schedule,
teacher hi ring practices, and the
parking lot problems. Any
student
interested in working
with these committes should
contact me and I'll put you in
touch with the committee members. FUll reports as to what the
committees have done will be
forthcoming after some investigation has been done. FINALLY:
The SBA, through various subcommittees such as professional
activities and social, will sponser a
number of programs and activities
throughout the school year. These
events are open to the law school
body including all students, their
spouses and friends, faculty, administration, and staff of the law
school, and in some instances, the
community at large. Please
support these events (and those
sponsored by various law school
organizations ) by attending
them-- they are developed with
your interests in mind and can
play a significant part in your law
school experience. Thanks-- Jill
Olson.

Terry, .. I hope you as editor put
your support behind the VIP organization. VIP= Visitors Invitational Program. VIP is based on
the desire to bring in learned
speakers to Valpo. (or any other
law school) Speakers who can add
to the students' understanding of
substantial legal problems and
processes in various legal fields
without being restrained to particular areas of law, i.e., discrimination againstrninori ties, women,
or particular problems relevant
primarily to certain segments of
the student body.

The funding of this organization should come from SBA and
substantially supplemented directly by the law school budget. This
organization should not be funded
with a mere trifle of a couple of
hundred dollars. If your're going
to do it, do it right. Get down on
it. This could easily prove to the
most valuable organization V alpo
will ever have. It may bring the
students out of the purely academic bubble of the law school and
make people aware of what it
means to actually practice the
law.

Granted, of course, these issues
are of great importance today but
they may be better handled by existing organizations. The purpose
of VIP is to bring speakers to relate their knowledge on fields
such as Anti-Trust, Criminal Law,
Securities Regulations, Tax, Wills,
Family law, etc. . , topics on
which all of us as future lawyers
will need to be well versed. I think
this is a program that is definitely
needed at Valpo and all law
schools that do not already have
such an organization. VIP in this
way could supplement in class instruction and help to bring the
realities of the law in particular
fields into a clearer perspective.

If it is too late to receive adequate funds from the SBA,
don't just quit on the idea, just
call for a student vote or referendum for a re-allocation of the
funds. The SBA funds do come
from the pocket of each student
you know.

A major portion of the previous
column dealt with the Self-Study
process that is and will be ongoing
here at the Law School. A SBA
committee, composed of six
second and third year students,
met during a three week period to
formulate what the SBA sees as
long range objectives for the
School of Law. These recommendations were set forth in a written report which has been submitted to President A. G. Huegli
and, hope fully, will be transmitted to the University's Board
of Trustees and also the ABA
Accredidation Committee. The report is divided into five major
headings: FACULTY, STUDENT
BODY, CURRICULUM, FACIUTIES, and ALUMNI' The recommendations range from such
things as expansion of the faculty
and curriculum to the development of a strong and active law
school alumni program. As the report stated: "The Committee believes that the general long range
objective of the School of Law
should be to do those things that
are reasonably necessary to develop and maintain a reputable
school of 'high quality.' Meeting
accreditation standards is certainly a desirable goal, but it should
be a minimum goal at best. This
report, therefore, focuses on those
objectives aimed at achieving 'high
quality' and subsequent national
recognition for the School of
Law. The Committee feels that if
the recommendations set for herein are substantially carried out,
these objectives can be accomplished.

3. THE BLAHS
The first month of school, you
will stay up until 2:00 a.m_ briefing cases and looking up words
like subrogation in your legal dictionary. As a result you will have
blood-shot eyes, diarrhea, queezy
stomach, a headache, and greasy
hair. This is not legionaire's
disease or anything--it's the blahs.
The cure is simple; sometime, take
a day off. To avoid guilt, convince
yourself that . you really are
coming down with something.
Also, convince yourself that THE
answer to THE question, on THE
final will not be given out the day
you are absent. So just take off,
relax, do something you enjoy,
and for heaven sakes, wash that
greasy hair.
4. SUPERSTARS
These are T.A.'s and Law Review. They will be pointed out to
you so that you '11 want to be one.
What it actually involves is slave
labor--hours of unpaid or underpaid work. If you are a masochist
you are destined for superstardam. Actually, I'm secretly jealous of superstars. Know what I
do? I wait until they are getting
coffee, then I rush over to the
drinking fountain and under the
guise of getting a drink, spray
them down the back with a
stream of water. (you do know by
now about our drinking fountain.)
Well, I think I've warned you of
the major pitfalls which you will
encounter the first few weeks. So,
Flrst-Year Students, brief, brief,
brief. And upperclass.men--do you
know what s-u-b-r-o-g-a-t-i-o-n
means?

Well, that's about it. Consider
the idea, it's meant to benefit
both the school and the students.
Since I'm not at Valpo anymore
I've got nothing to gain by it--but
it's just that, oddly enough, I give
a damn about Valpo. Do you?
Dan J. Callahan (Valpo '76transfer to Univ. of Cal. at Davis)
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THE FORUM
SALAD INGREDIENTS:
2 lbs lean beef steak
1/.t lb. fresh mushrooms, sliced
2 tablespoons butter
1 green pepper, cut into
julienne strips
1 Bermuda onion, cut in
thin rings
1 stalk celery, sliced di·
agonally
1 dill pickle, sliced
Lettuce, cherry tomatoes(for garnishing)

WN«'T0~~-

1HIN6 \JOQ'" A BIT'
fN)P.E e~tTI~.!

Do It In
The Kitchen
by Indiana Fats and Lucio us de Vine
First of all, let me say as to last
issue's recipe for the Italian Sandwich, there is no such thing as
"bail" or "sil "- It should read as
follows: 1 teaspoon basil. If the
.editors of this rag mess up one
more time, Fats and Lucious will
take their talents elsewhere.
Anyhow-· here are two recipes
for steak. If you like steak and
want to make it stretch-read on.
The first recipe is great for a luncheon. Though salads are associated with summer, this steak salad
will b e fine d u r i n g I n dian
Summer, Both dressing and ingredients are mixed ahead for overnight m arination. The second
recipe is !1 Canadianized version of
an old quasi-Chinese favorite ..
"Pepper Steak." This is flavorful
and not too expensive, So give
yourself a treat and try it out.

RECIPE NO. 1 · STEAK SALAD
BOWL
DRESSING:
1 cup salad oil
%cup red wine vinegar
' 2 teaspoons trragon
1 teaspoon each:
dry mustard
salt
minced chives
minced parsley
lemon juice
% teaspoon worcestershire
% teaspoon each:
black pepper
thyme
2 tablespoons chopped
chilies

imprint your
tee

Combine ingredients for
dressing in electric blender or jar
with tight-fitting lid. Blend
throughly, set aside. Broil steak to
degree of doneness you like. Cool.
Cut into julienne strips or bite size
pieces. Saute mushrooms in
butter. In mixing bowl, combine
steak, mushrooms, peppers,
onion, celeary, and pickle. Pour
dressing over mixture: toss to
mix. Cover with plastic. Refrigerate 24 hours. Serve in lettuce
lined bowl:; garnish with cherry
tomatoes.
RECIPE NO.2-PEPPER STEAK
A good piece of Round Steak
(cut into strips)
·
1 small onion chopped

Brown

and onion together

1 beef boullion cube
2 cups water
Pour into meat mixture and
cook until tender
1 larg'e can of pear shaped
tomatoes
Pour into mixture
2 green peppers
(cut into strips)

Cook for 20 minutes. Add 3
tablespoons of cornstarch with 1.4
cup of Soy Sauce. Stir into meat
mixture slowly. Serve over rice.

shirt

§rQnnl of tGnw
on I y at

~eat

MIUrllin's
by Bill Murrain
When one contemplates that
these
United States and the
Panama Canal, the last bastion of
American Colonialization, were
built by the sweat and blood of
my contributing forefathers; that
the technological and industrial
advances of the Western World
would be non-existant but for the
plunder and exploitations of the
natural resources of Mother
Africa, it is an understatement to
refer to the present unemployment and underutilizationof Black
Americans as a National disgrace.
There are those amongst us
who do not hesitate to berate
these "lazy unfortunates" who refuse to pull themselves up by their
bootstraps and find a job. Has it
ever occured to them that in order
to have bootstraps, one must first
have boots? It continues to
amaze me, . that the same individuals who continually berate the
unemployed masses for their
plight, when given the choice,
support increases in welfare benefits while fighting to their
deathbeds any attempts to make
the masses self-su 1Iicient by creat·
ing Pub lie works jobs. Thus
making the Federal and State government employers of last resort.
These are the same individuals
who will callously state that "We
can live with - % unemployment." How on earth can the
most technologically advanced
society known to mankind continue to ignore and trample the
need for self-respect which a

WISA Pro(pna
by Lin Scharbach
Women Law Students' Association has started its programming
for the year with a hit On Wednesday, September 14, WLSA
sponsered a program entitled,
"Women In Law," featuring five
female attorneys from Northwest
Indiana. To those of you who
missed this program I can only
extend my deepest condolences.
The panelists were fascinating and
highly informative; providing an
entertaining look at problems
faced by female attorneys. There
were approximately seventy
women in attendance at the pro·
gram, including undergraduate
students, Law Students and
townspeople.
A surprise special guest was
Mrs. Weaver, a 1925 graduate of
Valparaiso Law School. (It is interesting to note that Mrs. Weaver
was the only woman in the Law
School at that time.)

dOIIIUBI
simple job brings to the job holder.
Where did those 10,000 young
people who nearly rioted in their
attempt to apply for the 2,0 00
jobs the city of New York made
available after the destruction of
the recent blackout, come from?
Are we once again teaching our
young people that the "Powers
That Be" will only respond to
their violent petitions?
We are developing a nation of
youth who have not had an
opportunity to experience the
world of work. For the Minority
Youth the situation is past epidemic proportions. Recent Dept.
of Labor data indicate that unem·
ployment among Black youth
hovered at 44%, while that of
white youth was approximately
17%. This disparity is not accidental, it is by design.
The truth is that we are two
nations, not one nation indivisible, with liberty and justice for
all- but one nation of affluence
and fredom and another nation
where millions live in misery under the tyranny of joblessness,
poverty, and the insecu trity and
frustrations these conditions
breed. If we do not immediately
begin directing our efforts in a
massive endeavor to eradicate
these intolerable conditions, the
dangers we have attempted to defend against from foreign lands
will be replaced by a greater inner
threat to the continuity of this.
nation and the affluence of the
privileged.

A~s
The five panelists, Ellen Pod·
gor, Sally Nalbor; Del Marae
Williams; Dawn Wellman and
Judge Phyllis Senegal concurred in
the idea that women are accepted
in the field of Law. They did add
that women need to work harder
to achieve the same acceptance as
male attorneys. But they left us
with the impression that the out·
look was very good for women in
pursuit of a career in Law.
I'd like to thank all who participated in this program for helping
raake it a success. Thank-you, Professor HiH~r. for providing us with
some badly needed faculty
support. I hope this first program
is re fle cti ve of the interest
WLSA's programs will generate
for the entire year. To those o
you who came to the program,
come back again! To those of you
who missed it, look for announce·
ments for our next program.

An offer you
can't.refuse.
If we do not offer you "Juice"
with your breakfast · or
uDessert" with your lunch or
dinner...

the Juice or
Dessert's on us!

LuckyStee "
Fami

Freshmen, Take Heart-Grade Grid Proves·JkwFlun
84 & up

55 & below

15

3

0

107

95

Legal Problems I

12

56

43

7

0

118

87

Procedure II

13

25

62

8

0

108

95

17

24

55

15

0

111

94

Crim Law II

18

31

48

14

0

111

93

Crim Law I

32

23

36

23 .

0

114

94

Property II

21

33

35

20

0

109

92

Property I

20

37

38

18

0

113

92

Contracts II

19

27

43

21

1

111

96

Contracts I

16

27

50

18

3

114

95

-

Torts II

3

38

48

21

0

110

88

Torts I

4

49

41

19

0

113

89

Scoring 55-69 Better Petition
the faculty for redress of grievances
70-76 How's it feel to be average?
77-85 Don't act so smug
86-100 YOU CHEATED!!

Out to Wnch
by D. Tony Beach
The Roth test for obscenity: Is
it patently offensive because it
affronts contemporary
community standards relating to
description or portrayal of sexual
matters? Is the material utterly
without redeeming social value?
U.S. v. Roth, 354 U.S. 476, 77
S.Ct. 1304, 1 L.Ed.2d 1498
(1957 ). In regards to following
column you may play judge for
yourself

take comfort in the low amount
of 69% and lower grades. Just

don't take more comfort than
necessary.

Now ladies and gentlemen, a
brief word on a subject that
touches us all, underthings. More
specifically, men's bikini underwear. I know that many of you
are probably gasping, L possibly
groaning, repulsed at the thought
that such an article could be printed in a family publication.
However, it's time to open the
closet doors and give full faith and
credit to this different yet necessary apparel item. Down with
dull boxer shorts, forget that
"Fruit of the Loom," (or Howard
Cosell for that matter.)
Background: In a particular
stage in a man and woman's relationship, one discontinues the ac
tive, constant courting of the
other. This 'stage' occurs anywhere from the second date,
second year, or second marriage.
age; rarely does it never occur. Indication that this courtship phase
has passed can be spoJted in several ways. Flrstly, when making
out lasts less thansome three
minutes. Think back to your initial outings. Making out lasted

hours if not all evening often due
to a self-imp~ed ( or simply an
enforced) limit.
No longer are there evenings
with wine and candles at an ex-

116 E. U11colnway
Valparaiso, Ind.

PIONEWI NATIONAL
Tftl.E INSURANCE

continued on page 5

....-----------------------------rl

s
LIQUOR
OK&OK

•

PHONE US at 462-6211
2110 NORTH CAlUMET

COLDBEER

W"ESGW\.~

VALPARAISO, IND.

*
HARRY S. CROSSEY presents

at

BIIDGE-Vu TBEITIE

BRIDGE- Vu THEATRE V. S. 30 West. Valpa ra.iso ,

ROCKY MOUNTAIN MUSIC with

EDDIE RABBITT

FRIDAY •. SEPTEMBER 23,7:30 & 10:30 p.m.
BRlr
U.f

30 West, V<~lp-;-.raiso, lr.tliana ,;: HR1DG8'7 Vu THEATRE
na

GUY
LOMBARDO ·
· & HIS ROYAL CANADIANS

BR

u ..

TUES. and WED., SEPTEMBER 27 & 28,8:00 p.m.

DRI

Pi.3ne 462-4188

What does it all mean? Grad
Do these figures show some pro
grade harder than others ·~
some subjects more complex
grasp? How much regarding grad
can be assumed from these stati
tics? Is Valpo a 70-76% school?
Is it impossible to flunk out?
These statistics are presented fo
the freshmen to examine las
year's first year courses grad
breakdown and for the seconc
year student to find how she/h:
stands in the class. The cha
shows Legal Problems had th
highest number of 77 % and great
er grades that are roughly equiv
lent to B and above work. Durin
the Spring semester Legal Writin
showed 89 of 107 students r
ceived a 77 or better. Civil Pr
cedure presented the fewest 77
and above scores 'with 41,38 fal
and spring semesters respectively
Only in Contracts did students
receive failures with three in the
fall and one in the spring. Possibl
the other two dropped out? I
appears the students quit studyin
(or the material became muc
harder) in Crim. Law. Fall grante
32 grades above -84 while spring
showed a drop to 18- still
respectible number. Do these
figures conclude anything? Not
really. One's present performance
can't be judged by another's past.

total Hip Grade

46

FonandGBDifti
That ace
intestigative reporter, Aphrodite,
has unearthed some little-known
facts about our faculty here at
Valpo. Test your wits by matching names with the juicy tidbits
underneath
1. Mr. Bartelt
2. Mr. Berner
3. Mr. Brockington
4. Mr. Dawson
5. Dean Ehren
6. Mrs. Frothingham
7. Mr. Gromley
8. Mr. Hennig
9. Mr. Hiller
10. Polly Esther Leisuresuit
11. Mr. Martz
12. Mr. Meyer
13. Mr. Nelson
14. Mrs. Palsgraf
15. Mr. Potter
16. Mr. Stevenson
17. Mr. Stith
18. Judge Willis ·
a. founder of the Evelyn
Wood Speed Talki1;1g
Institute
b. styles his hair with
a fork
c. teaches quasirem-edial students
d . winner of the Johnny
Cash Look-alike contest
e. has bequeathed his
cranium to the ..American
Bowling Association
f. smiles a lot
g. a rabid sow
h. Chip and Dale have been
reincarnated
i. has "L for Life, Rem toR"
under his high school graduation picture
j . took a ride on the Reading
Railroad yet failed to
collect $200
k. real smart
l. real, real, smart
m. styles his hair with a
Mix Master
n. is clinically experienced
o. quit pickin' on the new Dean
p. has some legal problems
q. voted Designer of the Year
by the Faculty
r. immaterial and irrelevant

56-69

43

These numbers can only be used
for general reference. However,

by Aphrodite

70-76

Lellal Problems II

Procedure I

IS IT WORTH IT?

77-83

u.s.

· BRIDGE-Vu TIIF:/1TI1J.:; U.S. 30 \"c:<>t, Valparaiso,

~i?sr
u

~~

DICK CONTINO

a

" THE SOUNDS OF JOHNNY MATHIS"

' ~,7
FEATURING MIKE HAMILTON
~r ~
SEPTEMBeR 30 to OCTOBER 2
.tE
BRiL Fri. and Sat. 7:30 & 10:30
Sun. 6:00 & 9:00 p.m:.na

I

BRIDGE- v, 'TllEATR E: U.S.

u.s. -·

30 West. Valparaiso,

TWO GREAT STAR ATTRACTIONS!

THE
KINGSTON
TR 10

GLEN

VAA~~~~~GH
LIM·ELITERS

WED. &z THURS., OCTOBER 5 &z 6 '
7:30 & 10:30 p.m.
30

WC's~,

Valparaiso,

l~diana

..1a

,., BRIDGE-Vu THEA:f-RE-

STORMY WEATHER
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14,8:00 p.m. ·

.1a

30 West, Valoaraiso, Indiana* BRIDGE-Vu THEATRE
"KING OF THE TWIST'
"'a

CHUBBY CHECKER
CAS\.JAL FAMILY DINING
BEER-WINE
COMPLETE CARRY-OUT SERVICE
NO DELIVERY SERVICE

------·462-3848-._ _ _ _ __.
1209 N. CALUMET AVE.
(STATE AT. 49)
VALPARAISO, INDIANA 46383
~~···

~~~~~~~TOM MY
u.s.

JAMES

Indiana

30... FRI. & SAT., NOVEMBER 4th & 5th
THEATRE
BRIDGE-Vu
J:JQ and 10:30 p.m.
so, Indiana
U.S. 30 West,
Vu THEATRE
BRIDGE-Yu THEATnE U.S. 30 West. Valparaiso. Indiana

TIX·BY·PHONE
Phone(;tg~:

NORTHERN INDIANA BANK.

- .....-

and TRUST COMPANY

.................

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15,7:30 & 10:30

.a
U.S. 30 West, Valparaiso. Indiana t.t BRIDGE-Vu THEATF,E
BRIDGE-Vu THEATRE U,S. 30 West, Valparaiso. Indiana
U.S. 30 W<- ·
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND ''u THE.~TRE
BRIDGE-'
.
Indtana

All Major Credit Cards Accepted

PHONE~

462-2151

462·0563, 482·056<4, 482·2908
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Tourney" show Boo-Boo Walden
a winner over Denny Carlson, Ron
Johnston a victor over the Tourney Founder and Dan Wehrenberg
edging the upset minded Frank
''Big D" Davila by scores of
21-20/21-20. Ken A had already
announced that he will petition
the faculty to be admitted for a
fourth year so that he can try to
Vl{in his own tourney againF.
endeth a rather superfluous exo r
planation as to why half the footthose of you interested (few
ball preview was incorrect. If you
though you may be) it should be
can't trust the sports media, who
noted that BARD finished 5th in
can trust, etc ...
the all campus sports standing last
Look
year. Overall, the PIKES edged
for the BARD Soccer types, under
out the THETA CHIS 4090-4060,
the tutelage of Boo-Boo Walden
with the SIG-EPS third (3386)
to do rather well since they have
and the PHI DELTS 4th. (2945)
been placed in the dormitory ! During the course of the year
league rather than the frat league.
BARD tallied 2640 points, and
The BARD hooters opened their
the Young Dull (now defunct)
season against DAU II (highly
NOLO CONTENDERS added 450
original name) last Tuesday ...
for 21st place. I have no idea what
Rain has happened to points earned by the
played havoc with the early footJLA (Justice League <;>f America)
ball schedule. Both BARD and
in football or any of the other
DRAB (Doubt Reasonable A
Law School basketball teams, inBeyond?) have suffered wash-outs cluding THE JURY, which won
with BARD facing back to back
its league title, as did the Women's
contests this week in order to
Law School basketball team, THE
bring their schedule up to date.
SOLICITORS.
Oh my aching body ...
Stanley
Some
''The Inscrutable Editor' 1 Stek
early results just in from the "Ken
will lead the BARD V olleyballers
Anderson III Memorial Raquetball
into action later this week. This is
an abbreviated fall schedule, and a
preliminary to this winter's big
time leagile.
Thank
for your time-this time-till next
time . . . DHM

Dave Myers'
Sport Shorts
by Dave Myers
One of
the problems faced by writers for
a bi-weekly journal such as the
FORUM is the long period (by
newspaper standards)
between
the time that the story is written
and the time it appears before the
populace in print. With past
history this is not much of a
problem; the news is just a little
older. However, with previews,
the long lead-ins play havoc. Such
was the case with the football
preview which appeared in last
edition. Between the time I had to
write the story and the appearance of the edition, Bumper's
Thumpers had become the DRAB
and acquired a couple of linemen
which made a lot of diffe renee in
Jay Lauer's line-ups. Also unnoted
in print was the acquisition of
linebacker Nick Bazan by BARD
(that's DRAB backwards). (A
1ittle satire as it were). Thus

VALPO
UQUORSIDRE

•

1401 E. Lincolnway
462-8819

Soccer Team

continued from page 4

T
h e
BARD Soccer Jocks. kicked off
their season in fine style last
Tuesday afternoon as the legal
hooters hammered Dau II by an
8-2 count under the leaden skies
of an Indiana autumn afternoon.
(Move over Grantland Rice)
Pacing the assault was Co-Captain
Boo-Boo Walden, who aced in two
goals and added two assists as
BARD took an early season lead
in the dormitory league.
After a
slow start (period of adjustment)
the barristers-to-be took a 1-0
when Big Bruce Van Heukelen
booted Walden's cross into the
nets. Moments later it was 2-0
when the gnarly Walden slammed
home a penalty kick. Dau then
parlayed some shoddy BARD defense into their first goal of the
contest, but Boo-Boo's hooters
got the mar_ker right back when
Walden assisted Art Boo's to his
first career goal. (Boo-Boo- to
Boos?) See what dancing lessons
can do for you Art?) However,
the undergrads kept it close with a
penalty kick in the closing half
and at intermission it was BARD
3, Dau-2.
T h e
second half was all law. Ted
Ummel added two early period
goals, making it 5-2, Walden
squibbed a loose ball in from
about six inches in front of the
goal, Stanley "L. Rev." Stek picked u.p a cheapy on a Van
Heukelen cross, and Big Bruce
slipped in one more for good
measure and the final margin of
8-2. Other highlights of the contest included some fine play in the
goal by Joe Simanski, and a demonstration of the newly invented rush trap by Art Boos.

pensive restaurant. It's now,
"Bring me home a Big Mac." Or
better yet, the expansive preparation preceeding bedtime con
sisting of grooming hair,skin, teeth
nails, or whatever has been rPduced to a "Schlitz Malt gargle.
Men (boys, have you) expect titilation 24 hours daily, yet are unwilling to return the favor. Men,
would you bed down with a
woman we a ring boxer shorts? Can
you imagine what you look like
with your spindly, moth-eaten
drumstick legs, rapidly joining together at the knees, feebly touching the ground? How ghastly.
Your hair, what's left of it, running amock, beard stubbles fighting among one another for a distinctive location upon your chin,
dinner reappearing from your
fingernails.
Even if your grooming is impeccable and you don't wear
boxer shorts, but you do wear pajamas, is that okay? Pajamas on
most men fit so arrogantly, that
the world is positive those pajamas were crafted by Gerald
Ford's tailer. Forget pajamas.
Would you enjoy being ma.de love
to by a potato in a potato sack?
One possibility is bikini underwear. (Obviously there are others,
some more abnormal than others.)
But how does a guy shop for bikinis? Walk into a K-Mart and try
a pair on for size? Does K-Mart
even stock them? How can someone judge his own sex appeal factor?
This author does not know the
answer to these perinent questions. Probably the best method
of acquisition for these titlating
goods is for the titilatee to buy
the goods for the titilator. This
policy seems quite workable for
both sexes.
We shall ignore the persaonal
tt rni fica t ions
of the low-cut
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The Ladies' and Gentle mans' Choice

PINOCCHIO'S

INDIA~A 46J~J

WE DELIVER

From 4 to 12 p.m. Sun. thru Thur. and Fri.~ Sat. from ·4 to 1 a.m.

THIN CRUST & DEEP DISH PIZZA
CHEESE
SAUSAGE
GREEN PEPPER
MUSHROOMS
PEPPERONI - BLACK OLIVES - ONIONS - ANCHOVIES -HAM
ITEM

CHEESE

I

2

3

4

5

Small 10"

1.50

1.75

3.15

3.55

3.95

4.35

· SOc

:\<led. 12"

3.25

3.85

5.05

5.65

6.25

SOc

large 14"

3.95

4.75

6.85

7.55

75~

5.45

'
Ol 1 R SPECIAL HOT ITAUAN BEEF AND BROTH ON

DEEP DISH
ADD

Garlic Bread - .50 and Pizza Bread - .75

BREAD WITH HOT PEPPERS.

ALL TOPPED WITH SPICED CHEESE -ONIONS- LETTUCE-TOMATOES AND
OUR OWN SPECIAL SAUCE.

\\ ith '\I eat Sauce or MHtballs or Mushrooms

$2.50

COKE- SPRITE -ROOT BEER- ORANGE

SOFT DRINK

30~

ALL

TOPPED

WITH

CHeESE

**
**
MARTIN BINDER JEWELER
:
*
*
**
**
***
*'
**
**
**
*
*
~******************************

**
**
:

DIAMONDS - WATCHES • JEWELRY

PHONE 462-5931

GREEN

PEPPERS ONIONS AND OUR OWN SPECIAL
SAUCE.

BEEF
HAM
SALAMJ
$2.00

Plain Sauce

excitement of a Stale Relation-

STROMBOLI with BBQ sauce
STROMBOLI with [talian sauce

YOUR CHOICE OF:
HAM
TURKEY
$1.25
SALAMI
COLD CUTS
SPAGETTI SPAGETTI -

usage in January? Or are they
only for specific performance?
See., 81 Harv. L.Rev. 921
Tune in next issue for "Furthur

**********************~*******~

23 LINCOLNWAY
VALPARAISO. IND . 46383

$1.50 Pinocchio's ( Hot )
Pinocchio's (Cold) Submarines
Foot Long Submarines

FRE~CH

*:
#

tempting to go to the bathroom.

ORANGE BOWL RESTAURANT &
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
U.S. 30 & STATE RD. 49
Phon-e--462-5541

PIZZA

1105 CALUMET AVE . VALPARAISO,

-oPEN

one receives when bending over
with an untucked shirt . . . Or the
lack of proper access when at-

*
or- "That's a Pretty Shade
:
503 E. Lincolnway
462-1;371
j* ship"
ofPinkYou'reTurning."
:*************~*.*********~*******;*~*~*~*=*~*~*=*~*=*~*=~=*=*~*~*=*~*~*~*~*~~--------------,

Call for our Chuck Wagon on the spot Pizza & Sandwiches (For V. U. Students only)

462-0993 -

ening. Especially if your hand is
cold. And that pleasant draft that

TO :~~~:~~EN · I ~ei{:\~f~:l~;!:~~~ifr~;!:d~;

lc?-~4
~.IN

*
!*
:

derriere covering and continue to
the social and political considerations. Ever tuck your shirt into
your pants and fest skin? Fright-

l-lalf $ I. 50
Whole $2.50

TURKEY
POLISH SAUSAGE
ITALIAN SA.USAGE
COLD CUTS
BEEF BBQ

OPEN

24 HOURS EVERYDAY
BREAKFAST ANYTIME
2 50 2 N. CALUMET', VALPARAISO
PHONE: 464-4661

BARD and DRAB lli It Agail

Goad Smashes

Schnaclis Hat Uiek

I t
i s
once again time to announce the
V.U. Law School 4th AnnualNever-to-he- Aepeated (or Heard
of Again) Tennis Tournament.
Due to the long lead in time
required for FORUM copy, pair
ings were not available for the gala
event which will be (or was, depending on when we go to press)
held in conjunction with the SBA
Picnic at the beautiful BiCentennial Park Qn September 24-25.
Although ability is immaterial for
entry, some skill is allegedly required to win the whole thing.
Therefore it appears that two-time
winner/defending champion Kent
"King of the Court" Schnack is
once again the man to beat. However, the ole' Two-Timer, attempting to be the tourney's first Triple
Crown winner is figured to be
pushed by the recently arrived
(with very little fan-fare) of
"Pepper" Goad, a first year
phenom'. Should those two reach
the finals, a classic match should
ensue. Given an outside shot (very
outside) are Jim "Tax man" Stans,
defending consolation champ.
''Smart Art" Boos and Steve
"Sure Shot" Sproule. Chris Hunt
is a long shot if he can play the
sun off his forehead properly
while Dave Heritier will be happy
to survive (aging veteran and all

that, you know).
Representing the ladies of Weseman
once again is Jan "Billie Jean"
Terbush, who lost a hard fought
consolation final to Boos last
year. Shame, ladies, shame.
Rounding out the tourney pairings are Les Allison (a long shot
possibility ),Steve Tuuk (just long,
period), John Garber, Chris "Godfather" Buonanno, Scott
''Stroke" Robely, Mike Cook,
Cliff "Dig It" Duggan, "Fast
Freddie" Simon, Tom "Jim
Conners" Ludwig, Jeff
Holrnstrum, Bear Byerly, "Easy"
Lou Fisher, Kurt "Killer1nstinct"
Armstrong, John "Just in from
the Big Apple" Tasker, and Joe
Simanski. Newcomers to the tourney include Paul Karkula, Mark
"Frau" Fraundorfer (Since I have
not met Mark yet I hope he is
either a) short and skinny or b)
has a sense of humor), Ken
''Kong" Kingma , Rich Cajen,
Milt Travis, Scott "The Wolf"
Wolfram, D.J. Reid (alleged to be
A.Ashe incognito- by of course,
D.J. Reid) And last, but not least,
Jack Clements. Lastly, at this
time, negotiations were
continuing with the usually late,
great ex Dean, AI "Hawk" Meyer,
who seems to be injury prone
around this time of year.

Phone

462-1482

· Keg Beer--Wine

Liquor
1802 E. Linco1nway

MAKIIIDQ;'YOUR HQ
fOR SUNDAES!
.Pick your flavor!
Pick your size!

<~

The regular DQ Sundae
comes in 3 different sizes.
Taste our rich toppingsmade to go exclusively
with cool, creamy Dairy
Queen!

This is the sundae that could even make a banana split
jealous! It has fresh-banana slices in it-pecans. tooand a whipped topping with a cherry.

"LET's AU.. GO TO DAifl..Y QUEEN.,

SCHROEDER'S D. Q.
one block north of
Wehrenberg on LaPorte
- t(eg US Pat . Off. Am . C . Q. Corp e 1973 Am,. 0 . Q. Corp .

The Battling BARD opened
their season on a winning note last
Wednesday with a 12-6 win over
the Phi Psi's. The independent
League contest featured first half
scoring by the winners and a sixteen m.inu te possession in the
second half by the losers which
came up empty.
The lawyers-to-be put six points
on the board during their initial
possession. Quarterback Chris
"Chrome Dome" Hunt hit Rick
Bolhouse over the middle for a
gain of about ten, then found
"Easy Eddie" Dierson loping
along behind the Phi Psi secondary for the 40+ yard touchdown.
The extra point failed. The rest of
the period was a defensive struggle
until the BARD took possession
deep in the fraternity territory.
Hunt hit a short pass and after a
time out drilled his only bullet of
the afternoon into the hands of the
leaping Geof Wiggins with three
seconds left in the half- for the
score. The extra point was disallowed after Bob Stochel "accidentally" tripped while impeding
a defensive man- that's a no-no
Bob.
The second half was the
epitome of poor football. Down
two TD's, the fraternity insisted
on taking their time, running the
ball etc. etc. In doing so, and
aided by a couple of key penalties, the Phi's marched about
seventy yards. Unfortunately,
they had started eighty or so
yards away from the goal line, and
in effect wasted 16 minutes of the
20 minute hal f. In the closing
minutes, the teams exchanged
possession, and in the last five
seconds the frat tallied against a
rather uninspired BARD defense.
Heading the BARD defensive
effort, when iit was inspired, was
Nick "Boom-Boom" Bazan in the
linebacker position, while the line
play of Ernie Wruck of N.Y.,
Brian Cook, and a sports writer

Is the DRAB of Coach Jay "Curly"
Lauer that good? Such was the
question floating down Fraternity
Row foliowing the DRAB's
second consecutive victory without defeat over a frat team as the
former Bumper's Thumpers
knocked off the Lambda Chi's by
a 14-0 count last Tuesday. In recording their second shutout, the
legal eagles dominated line play
throughout the contest.
Lauer's
team drew first blood halfway
through the opening stanza when
the Bumper (Hostetler) to (Greg)
Babcock Connection connected
for a long six-pointer. With the
score 6·0 at intermission, several
DRAB drives fell short, and the
defense, in the person of Mike
"Pet" Petkovich nailed the LC
quarterback for a safety, and an
8-0 lead. The final tally c.a me in
the closing minute of action when
Lincolnway Jim (Broadway
Bumper) dodged the frat rush and

found Dan "Passing" Lane alone
in the end zone. The extra point
try failed again.
F i v e
days earlier, the DRAB recorded
the first Law School win over one
of the athletically inclined frats in
several ·years with a 13-ZIP win
over a strong Theta Chi squad.
Lauer's marauders tallied first
when Bumper connected to F.J.
(Flying Joe) Jaskoviak fur a forty
yard TD bomb. After that the
contest settled down to a defensive slugging match. (Slugging is,
perhaps, a poor choice of words.)
as both teams turned in key interceptions and bruising line play.
After a long pass from Bumper to
Babcock (Blanchard to Davis,
Hanratty to Seymour?) came up a
bit short, the DRAB regained
possession via an interception late
in the game. Hostetler then rolled
left, faked the pass and scampered
into the end zone untouched for
the clincher. The EP pass to Keith
Johnson was icing on the cake.

X-Country

Team Preps
The Valparaiso University
School of Law Cross Country
squad is once again in preparation
to defend its title and cop the
V.U. Intramural Crown for the
third consecutive year. The legal
covenants (they run with the
land) will be paced by last year's
over- all winner "Joggin' George"
Livarchik and the ageless Henry
Faulkensteiner (third last year . )
Missed will be the likes of Blackshoe (or was it Barefoot) Bruce
Berner and the gutty Randy
Sproule (who finished dead- or
nearly dead- last)' However, filling

in will be the likes of Art Boos
(4th last year), Steve "Too Tall"
Tuuk (7th in '76), Rick "Puff 'n"
Huff, (15th) Hugo Martz, (27th),
Big Bill Vogelsang, Dashing Dan
Wehrenberg (29th), and Charlie
"Choo-Choo" Covey. Rounding
out the squad (only the first seven
finishers for each team count, but
entries are unlimited) will be Stan
Stek, Rich Cagen, Geoff Wiggins,
Tom Ludwig, Scott Walden and
Bob "Extra Baggage" Stochel.
The meet will be run sometime in
O::tober- stay tuned for the time
and place.

~~named)wasWrly~fecl~e.It~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

should also be noted that the win
was the third straight football
victory over a fraternity team and
it has been a while; a long while,
since that happened.

Natio:oal
Bank
TIM East

Uncoln~y

Office (near
Campus) remains' open eiiCh d~y,

except Saturday. until 5:00 p.m.
for the convenience of Valparaiso
Uni~rsity students. On Satur~ay
the office is open :.~ntil 1 2 o'clock
noon.

FEAIDRING THE NEWEST
IN AMlSEMENfS
INBAIL-FOOSBALL-VIDEO GAME
-AIR CONDITIONEDEXCLUSIVELY OWNED AND OPERATED
BY A UNIVERSITY STUDENT
SUN.· THURS. 3:00-11 :OOp.m. FRI. & SAT.till2p.m.

DOWNTOWN -153 S. WASHINGTON
NEXT TO THE WAFFLE SHOP
CORNER OF MONROE & WASHINGTON

